Introducing The World’s Most Powerful and Advanced Low Profile

ELECTRIC TEEZER - DREDGE REEL

All American Made
The TD-4000 is the answer to large bulky reels in the cockpit which take up valuable fishing space plus it eliminates
the problem of where to store them at the end of the day. It
is the evolution of sport fishing. A way to intelligently fish
heavy dredges and teasers at the same time and control all
four reels with one simple keypad. And, once set into
memory, it remembers exactly where you want to fish your
dredges and teasers.
The TD-4000 is designed for installation in the Pod in Hardtops and Towers on sportfishing boats and it’s compact size
makes it ideal for custom installation in enclosed areas.
It includes numerous microprocessor controlled features which can be
controlled by a large keypad on the unit. Two additional optional control keypads are available for mounting at the helm, in the tower, or in
the cockpit.

Patented

Availability
Because the TD-4000 needs be professionally installed, it is only available thru big boat builders, tower builders, or select boat yards who can
istall this for you. Please contact your favorite boat builder, tower builder, or boat yard for prices and availability. If we can be of assistance,
please call us at: (336) 273-9101. We will be most happy to discuss your fishing needs and installation of this product.

Features of the TD-4000 include:


Two 8” TEEZER Spools each driven by its own motor. Each spool holds 300 feet of 300 lb. Monofilament line.



TEEZER Retrieve Speed 464 feet per minute



Two 10” DREDGE Spools each driven by its own motor. Each spool hold 679 feet of 400 lb. Monofilament or 422 feet of 600 lb.
Monofilament line.



DREDGE Retrieve Speed 393 feet per minute



Ability to program each of the four spools independently to set Home and Fishing Positions where you want them.



Variable Speed Control enables you to adjust for sea conditions.



Digital readout on each spool to tell you the position of each lure or dredge being pulled.



Ability to retrieve all four lines to HOME position independently; left side, right side, or all at once (ALL IN).
ALL OUT automatically puts all lines out to the programmed FISH positions.



Remembers all memory settings when turned off at the end of the day for next day’s fishing.



Alarm to alert you when a fish grabs a lure you are pulling. Alarm notifies you in English, Spanish, Portuguese, French or other
languages as to which line has been pulled on. ie: Left TEEZER! Right DREDGE! Available in any other language on request.



Ability to add two additional control panels such as at the Helm, in the Tower, and on the aft cabin bulkhead in the cockpit.



24 Volt DC

From the Leader in Quality and Innovation!

